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Abstract: A new method is described for the construction of cubature formulae of degree 4k - 3 for two- 
dimensional symmetric regions. This method is a generalisation of the T-method. Some formulae of degree 5, 9, 13 
and 17 for the square, the circle and the entire plane are constructed. 
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1. Introduction 
We consider cubature formulae over a region R 
IJ‘ R MX7 Y)f(X? Y) dx dY E 1$1 wif(xi, Yi> . (1) 
The vectorspace of all polynomials in x and y of degree LIZ is denoted by CP,,. A cubature 
formula which is exact for all P E pm but not for all P E pm+ 1 is said to have degree m. 
If we speak of a region R, we intend this to include the associated weight function w. A 
region is called symmetric when 
(x, y) E R 3 (+x, “y) E R 
and 
w(x, y) = w(-x, y) = w(x, -y) = w(-X, -y) . 
A region is called fully symmetric if it is symmetric and when (x, y) E R + ( y, x) E R and 
WC? Y) = W(Y, x). 
A polynomial P is orthogonal to a polynomial Q if 
Jf R w(x, YP(x, Y>Q<x, Y> dx dy = 0. 
A polynomial P of degree it which is orthogonal 
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to all polynomials Q E P,_l is called an 
(North-Holland) 
(2) 
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orthogonal polynomial. The orthogonal polynomials 
p[-k,k = x’-kyk + s,, ) k=O(1)1, I=O(l)n 
where S,, E L??_ 1, form a basis for the vectorspace LFj’,. 
We are specially interested in the following fully symmetric regions: 
C,: the square {(x, y): -1 sx, y s 1) with weight function w(x, y) = 1, 
S+ the circle {(x, y): x2 + y2 s l} with weight function w(x, y) = 1, 
: the entire two-dimensional space with weight function w(x, y) = exp(-x2 - y”), 
E’,: the entire two-dimensional space with weight function w(x, y) = exp(-(x2 + y*)“*). 
Morrow and Patterson [7] and Schmid [8] used the connection between the knots of a 
cubature formula for product regions, and ideal theory in the so called T-method. In the 
general case this method gives no results for degrees higher than 7 because there are too many 
unknowns and the nonlinear system cannot be solved. Morrow and Patterson [7] imposed the 
condition of symmetry on the formulae so that some unknowns become zero. Then they were 
able to reconstruct symmetric formulae of degree 9 and 11 [4]. 
We adapted this T-method to what we called the S-method to construct symmetric formulae 
for symmetric regions. In this paper we give only fully symmetric formulae of degree 5, 9, 13 
and 17. 
2. Deduction of the S-method 
Definition 1. A polynomial ideal & is a set of polynomials such that if f, g E & and a, b are 
polynomials then uf + bg E &. 
Definition 2. If L$ is a polynomial ideal, then the set of polynomials g,, . . . , g, E d form a 
basis for &! if each f E ti may be written in the form 
f = L$ aigi 
where ai are polynomials. 
Hilbert’s Theorem [3]. For any polynomial ideal there exists a finite basis. 
Definition 3. The finite basis g,, . . . , g, of the polynomial ideal ti is canonical if each 
polynomial f E d of degree d may be written as 
k 
- 
i=l 
where gi is of degree ,ui and b, of degree at most d - pi. 
Theorem 1 [5]. For any polynomial ideal 
canonical. 
there exists a canonical basis, but not every basis is 
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Theorem 2 [5]. Zf g, , . . . , g, is a canonical basis of a polynomial ideal & and if the set of 
common zeros of g,, . . . , g, (denoted as NG(&)) is finite and nonempty then the following two 
statements are equivalent. 
(1) There is a cubature formula of degree m which has as knots the common zeros of 
g,> - - *, g,. These zeros may be multiple, leading to the use of function derivatives in the 
cubature formula. 
(2) gi is orthogonal to all polynomials of degree urn - ti , where ti is the degree of gj, 
i = l(l)k. 
Corollary 3. Every polynomial P of degree d s m that becomes zero at the knots of a cubature 
formula of degree m, is orthogonal to all polynomials Q of degree <rn - d, because degree 
P*Q<m. 
Theorem 4 [6]. Let Aj be the set of polynomials of degree <j that become zero at the N knots of 
a cubature formula of degree 2k - 1 = m for an integral over a symmetric region. Then: 
(1) dim A, s k + 1 - [ $ k] where [x] = greatest integer less or equal to x; 
(2) ~=dirn~~+~-dimA~+~, NaNmi,= ~k(k+l)+~~k]; 
(3) 3dimA,- k+2[~k]~dimA,+,~dimA,+ k+2. 
Theorem 5 123. Zf N= Nmin fp, 
dimA,=k+l-[$k]-a (aa0) 
and 
dim A,,, -dimA,=k+2-b (b>O), 
then 
(1) b <2a, 
(2) a+ b<p, 
(3) ifb==O then a=p. 
From Theorem 5 it follows that 
(1) if N = Nmi, then a = b = 0; 
(2) if N = Nmi, -t- 1 then a = 1, b = 0; 
(3) if N = Nmi, + 2 then a = 1, b = 1 or a = 2, b = 0. 
In case (1) and (2) b =0, thus dim Akcl - dim A k = k + 2. This means that there always 
exist k + 2 polynomials 
k-l 
R, = P k+l-i,i + c d,ipk-l-iTj , i = O(l)k + 1 (3) 
j=O 
that become zero at the knots of a Nmi, or (Nmi, -t- 1)-point cubature formula. 
If the cubature formula is symmetric, d, = 0 for i + j odd. The R,‘s can be divided into two 
groups: 
A = {Ri 1 i even} and B = {R, 1 i odd} . 
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Morrow and Patterson [7] and Schmid [8] used A U B to construct a canonical basis. Then 
they used Theorem 2 to obtain cubature formulae with Nmi, or N,,,i, + 1 knots. This is what 
Schmid called the T-method. Note that there is no guarantee that there exists a formula with 
Nmin or iVmi, + 1 knots. 
Instead of demanding that NG(A U B) can be used as knots of a cubature formula, we 
demand that NG(A) or NG(B) can be used. Then we are sure to find all cubature formulae 
with Nmin, Nmi, + 1 or i’Vmi, + 2 knots, if they exist, and we can find rules with more knots. 
This is what we call the S-method. 
We define 
Si=y2R,-X2Ri+2, i=O(l)k-1. (4) 
Si is a polynomial of degree k + 3 that becomes zero at the elements of NG(C), where C = A 
or C = B, and Sj is orthogonal to all P E 9)k_4. 
From (3) and (4) it follows that Si can be written as 
Si = y2. xk+l-i. y’ _ x2. Xk-l-i. yi+2 
k+l k-l k-3 
+ c alipk+l-j,i 
j=o 
+ c bijpk-l-i.i + c cijpk-3-j,j 
j=O j=O 
where aij, b, and cjj are linear combinations of d,‘s. Because the highest degree terms 
disappear, degree S, = k + 1. 
From Corollary 3 follows: 
cij = 0 . (5) 
This is a set of linear equations in the unknowns: d,. We also know that Sj E vet{ C} . This 
means that 
lf(k+l-q)l 
‘i - C 
l=O 
‘i,21+qR21+q s O 
where q = 0 if C = A or q = 1 if C = B. This condition can only be satisfied if 
[t@+lpq)l 
b, - c LZ~,*[+~ . dZI+q,j = 0, i, j = O(l)k - 1 . (6) 
I=0 
Because the aij and b, are linear combinations of the dij’s, (6) is a set of quadratic equations in 
the unknowns d,. 
At the moment we are only interested in fully symmetric cubature formulae. For fully 
symmetric regions this means that in (3) 
d, = 0 if i + j odd and d, = dk+l_i,k_l_j . (7) 
If k is even and NG(A) can be used as knots of a cubature formula, then from (7) it follows 
that NG(A) = NG(B) = NG(A U B). In this case the method reduces to the T-method and we 
are only sure to find cubature formulae with Nmi, or Nmi, + 1 points, if they exist. Therefore 
we only consider the case where k is odd. 
With (5) and (7) we can reduce the number of unknowns in the quadratic equations (6). 
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When C = A, we can further reduce the number of unknowns by demanding that (0,O) is a 
knot of the cubature formula. 
The number of elements N in NG(A) is always 
N,i,dN<#+l)(k+3)=N,i,+k+2. 
NG(B) contains always x = 0 and y = 0. This means that the knots on the axes are still 
indetermined. They can be found by solving a l-dimensional quadrature problem. 
3. Results 
The basis orthogonal polynomials (2), the linear equations (5) and (7) and the quadratic 
equations (6) for the different regions can be found in [2]. All computations of these entries 
were done with the formula manipulation system ALTRAN [l]. Because ALTRAN works 
with rational numbers some results are missing due to the fact that the coefficients of the 
orthogonal polynomials, the linear or the quadratic equations become too complicated. In 
Tables l-4 we give only results which lead to real formulae. Numbers as C,[5-71 refer to 
Stroud [9]. Numbers as C,(13-3) refer to Cools and Haegemans [2]. 
In Tables 5-7 we give the knots and weights of some 36-point formulae of degree 13 
II w(X> Y)f(‘, Y) dx dY’= $1 wi[f(Xi> Yi) +f(Xi> -Yi> +f(FXi> Yi) +f(FXi, -Y,> 
R 
+ f(Yi, ‘i) + f(Yi7 -xi) + f(-Yi, ‘i) + f(-Yi, -‘i>l 
+ $3 wi[f(xi7 ‘i) + f(-‘i> xj) + _/Xxi7 -xi) +f(-xi> -xi)] 
+ i: wi[f(xi, O> + jfmxi> O) + f(OT xi) + f(O, -xi)] . 
i=5 
Table 1 
Region C, 
degree 
5 
9 
13 
17 
number of points number of formulae reference 
12 m I 
9 1 Cn[5-71 
8 1 w-41 
9 50 I 
8 1 Cn[5-41 
24 cc I 
21 1 cs9-21 
20 1 G(9-1) 
21 CTi I 
20 1 C*[9-11 
40 2 C,(13-l), C,(13-2) 
37 m 6 1 L,(l3-3) 
57 2 C,( 17-l), C,( 17-2) 
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Table 2 
The region S, 
degree C number of points number of formulae reference 
5 A 12 
9 
8 
B 9 
8 
9 A 24 
21 
20 
B 21 
20 
13 A 40 0 
B 37 m 
36 1 
17 B 57 0 
I 
S"b51 
S,[5-31, &(5-l) 
u5-31, &(5-l) 
%(9-3) 
s,(9-I), u9-2) 
:,[9-21, S,(9-4) 
%(9-5), $(9-6) 
I 
Table 5 
I 
Table 3 
The region Ef 
degree 
5 
9 
13 
17 
C number of points number of formulae reference 
A 12 00 I 
9 1 E;[5-51 
8 0 I 
B 9 cc I 
8 0 I 
A 24 co I 
21 1 E;(9-1) 
20 1 E;[9-l] 
B 21 co I 
20 1 E;2(9-2) 
A 40 0 I 
B 37 m I 
36 1 Table 6 
B 57 0 I 
Table 4 
The region E; 
degree c number of points number of formulae reference 
5 A 12 co I 
9 1 EL,5544 
8 0 I 
B 9 I 
8 ; I 
9 A 24 co I 
21 1 E;(9-2) 
20 1 E;(9-1) 
B 21 cc I 
20 1 E;[9-l] 
13 B 37 m I 
36 1 Table 7 
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The 36-point formula of degree 13 for C, and the 57-point formulae of degree 17 have knots 
outside the region. 
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